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About This Game

Story

The sky over Majula is turning black, the ground is starting to decay, and monsters are returning to the world, forcing a group of
retired heroes to band together once more. Their task: find the source of the decay and the monsters and put a stop to it before

their home is destroyed and the ground beneath them rots away to nothing.

Gameplay

Majula Frontier is a challenging fantasy RPG with turn-based combat, town management, character customization, crafting and
light dungeon crawling.

For each mission, you take 4 characters (out of the 20 available) into a dungeon and fight monsters. The goal of each mission is
usually to kill a certain number of monsters, rescue missing people, or defeat a powerful boss monster.

All skills are divided into different categories depending on their functionality. The last skill a character or monster uses is held
in their memory until they use another skill. Skills can gain or lose different bonuses depending on the type of skill held in the
target’s memory. Some skills might gain a damage boost, or they might apply an extra ailment, or a single target skill might hit

all enemies, and more.

For resources, Majula Frontier uses stamina. Stamina starts at 0, and whenever a character uses a skill or is hit by an enemy
skill, their stamina increases. As their stamina reaches certain thresholds, their damage decreases, the damage they receive
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increases, and their chance of resisting a fatal hit decreases. There are very few ways to recover stamina during a mission, so in
order to survive it’s critical that you optimize your skill usage.

“Deaths” are punishing. If a character runs out of health, there’s a good chance they’ll quit the mission and return to town to rest,
leaving you to continue on with one less party member.

In addition to missions, the Town of Majula has several areas that need to be rebuilt. Once they’ve been rebuilt, each area will
produce a steady supply of resources that will help you complete missions. Injured, tired and idle characters can be assigned to

work at the various areas around town, where they'll earn experience and learn important secondary skills.

Each character has four unique skills that can be leveled up. They also have two empty skill slots. These slots can be filled by
finding weapons in dungeons, all of which grant a skill when equipped as well as a random stat bonus, or by crafting weapons

using raw materials.

There are 16 main bosses to defeat. A single play through of Majula Frontier lasts 30+ hours.
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Title: Majula Frontier
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
EF Universe Games LLC
Publisher:
EF Universe Games LLC
Franchise:
Ellen's Friends
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit (SP1)

Processor: 2.4 GHz AMD/Intel processor or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: 1080p, 16:9 recommended

English
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Do not buy this. After we paid 16 Euro it said that it was downloaded but we only got to play the free version.. Honestly one of
the most impressive character action games I've ever played. The awesome combat system, great voice acting and sweet
characters make up for how buggy and unpolished it is. Hopefully it gets more updates over time to fix certain bugs, but either
way I'm still having a blast playing this. This game makes me want to crawl up the ceiling and it never happened before in
similar games. The story is transparent, basically like the 80% of those kind of games,nothing new.(Why everyone is copy-
pasting those storylines? I mean cmon theres so much options, why? ) Very frustrating bugs, like the one when you use your
"shuffle" power and then the tiles shuffle, but have no image on them and you cant do anything than restart the game and you
wont get back your energy. Makes you use too much powers, i think its ridiculous you cant finish it without using any power at
least once and there are those objectives "finish the game without using any powers" , its not freaking possible! You will run out
of moves every couple moves. Also there where couple rules she mentioned outside of tutorial and not about the powers and if
you forget what she said, theres no way you can read it second time. Why its not inside the tutorial aswell? Those ridiculous
energy crystals you will be forced to use, once you run out of them, theres pretty much no way you can finish the game and you
will end up playing the level over and over and over and over ... and over ... and over ... again ..till you will be just done with the
game.

The gameplay goes like this : No moves left, no moves left, no moves left, no moves left, no moves left, no moves left, no
energy crystals left, play over, play over, play over, play over, play over, play over ... until you will want to avada kedavra it to
the moon.

The only nice things about this game are the art, music and steam achievments and cards.

Probably the first game i will return.... Worth the sale price, wasn't planning to say this, but worth full price, probably not much
more than that though. It's pretty short for some endings, and the structure is a 'choose your own adventure' with minimal, but
important exploring. I'm still trying to piece together what happened (you get it in snippets).. This game is awsome! The level
design is good and can be challenging at times. I love the sound affects from the chacters and the music. The game also has a lot
of levels and will keep u busy for a LONG time.
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So intense my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665exploded.. Essentially a blast from the past, my favorite parts of the game were
the ones that really showed how much the world has changed in little over 3 decades, larries character was always cheerful and
in his eternal thirst he managed to help alot of people along the way, he's a good guy when you get down to it.

It's not really a porn game (although I'll never convince my friends of this) it's really just one long sex joke, there are a handful
of repulsive vulgar moments that instill the appropriate amount of shock value for comedic effect, yet I feel at least once (or
twice) that these outlandish situations force the player to do somethign I at least found no hint of needing to do, so I got stuck 2
or 3 times, walkthroughs help, but keep in mind sense the game is non liniear you might struggle to find what you missed
without spoiling some stuff you weren't looking for.

Over all LSL WDDD gave me an inexplicable sense of nostalgia , and I've never played any of larry's previous games and I was
born in the late 90's, yet I found myself reminiscing about times I never knew, and that's a fun thing to do.. Never played so
much crap, It feels like a game programmed by a 12 years old kiddie. Dont buy this its not worth it.
Refund incomming.. loved to play it ^^. This game is quite addictive and is well worth giving a shot. Fun multiplayer, vs AI and
coop, a good training set, and a community that has a discord channel built in with the game to let you know where to get into
games and talk shop/tactics/bug reporting and a very active staff on hand. Most early access I would shy away but this one you
don't have to fear. Customizations and unlocks just for playing as you go keeps it interesting.

Fun for aviation fans as well as average joe's, this game does not dissapoint. Take it for a spin!. Daft AI makes solo play
frustrating.

Game update 1.00.01:
The game has been updated to version 1.00.01. This version includes:

-A "Faster Text" option in the settings menu. Enabling this will cause all text to appear much faster (previously you had to hold
down the space bar to enable faster text).
-The "Faster Combat" option now speeds up the new turn indicator and the enemy skill indicator.

If you experience in issues inside the game, please email Support@EFUniverseGames.com or post in the game's steam forum
right away.. Bonus Music:
The soundtrack DLC now contains an extra song. It's titled "EF Universe Reclaiming the World Main Theme". This new song
was composed by Dale North, who handled the majority of Majula Frontier's soundtrack.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/815640/Majula_Frontier_Soundtrack/. Technical Update:
Majula Frontier initially used a 32 bit executable, but that seemed to be causing technical issues for a few users, so from now on
the game will use a 64 bit executable.. Majula Frontier is released!:
I hope you will play it and have fun.. Game update 1.00.02:
The game has been updated to version 1.00.02. This version includes:

 A fix related to the enhance menu

 A fix related to schematics and the inventory

 A fix related to randomness

If you experience any issues, please contact Support@EFUniverseGames.com or make a post in the forums.
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